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LATCH74 LOCKING PART ELEGANT AND FLEXIBLE

ARTICLE NUMBER LATCH74

Austria

83024200CUSTOMS TARIF NUMBER

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
 

The locking part LATCH74 unites the 3-dimensional adjustment with an elegant design. With a 90° mounting possibility, the
LATCH74 is used for swing doors and drawers. The integrated ejector with a force of 5,4N opens the door automatically as soon as 
the lock is unlocked. Hinges with locking function can cancel this function. 

Thanks to the elegant cover, the mechanism is protected against dirt and can also be cleaned easily. The assembly and the fine 
adjustment of the locking part are simple and can be done in a very short time with standard screwdrivers. Carbon-reinforced 
material as well as high flexibility due to the adjustability in height, depth and to the side mark the locking part.

When adjusting the locking part, special care must be taken to ensure that the locking pin is located exactly in the centre of the 
framing circle. The integrated rated breaking point of 35 kg protects the furniture in case of forced opening.

The LATCH74 locking part is available in the following options:
· LATCH74 with rated breaking point
· LATCH74s without rated breaking point
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